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Objectives
 Introduce basic concepts and theory related to
pressure transient testing, including single well
tests and interference tests
 Discuss analysis techniques and information
obtained
 Show how the resulting model can be used to
forecast reservoir behavior

Basic Concepts and Theory
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By matching the model and field responses, the model parameters are inferred to be the
same as the corresponding reservoir parameters
Need to be careful as a match could be obtained with a model that has invalid physical
assumptions – inherent ambiguity with “inverse” problems where we are inferring rather than
directly measuring the actual parameters

Basic Concepts and Theory
 By analyzing the measured pressure response
in an “active” or “observation” well caused by a
change in flow rate, it is theoretically possible
to estimate various reservoir and well
parameters:
–
–
–
–

Reservoir “transmissivity” / “permeability thickness (kh)”
Reservoir “storativity” or “porosity thickness (Фh)”
Well “skin” factor and wellbore storage
Average reservoir pressure

 Analysis is normally based on the “line source”
solution to the “diffusivity equation”

Porosity Definition
– Porosity: the fractional void space within a rock that is
available for the storage of fluids
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Typical Reservoir Rock Porosities

Darcy’s Law
– Used as basis for analysis of flow problems in porous media
– Based on simple experiments undertaken by Darcy in 1856
and later work

found:
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 Darcy’s Law:
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 where K = constant defined as the “hydraulic
conductivity”
 K was later found to be a function of both rock and
fluid properties
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– where k = “intrinsic” rock permeability
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Ranges of Hydraulic Conductivity and
Permeability of Different Rock Types

How Permeability Affects Flow

Diffusivity Equation

– Consider radial flow in a confined “infinite” reservoir towards
a well
– By combining Darcy’s Law with conservation of mass, the
“Diffusivity” Equation is obtained, which governs pressure
transmission through porous media:
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k r is the “hydraulic diffusivity”
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Diffusivity Equation
 Assumptions:
– Darcy’s Law applies (laminar flow)
– Porosity, permeability, viscosity and rock
compressibility are constant
– Fluid compressibility is small
– Pressure gradients in the reservoir are small
– Flow is single phase
– Gravity and thermal effects are negligible
– Homogeneous and isotropic medium

 Equation can then be solved for different
reservoir and fluid conditions

“Line Source” (Exponential Integral Soln.)
 Solution for un-steady state radial flow of a slightly
compressible fluid
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 Calculates the pressure at any location (r) in the reservoir
at time (t) due to production at the origin
 Can also be written as:
where:
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“Line Source” (Exponential Integral Soln.)
Transient pressure solution
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Analysis Techniques
 “Old Fashioned” analysis involves plotting the
data on semi-log plots to estimate the
transmissivity from the slope and then using
log-log plots to “match” type curves to check
whether the measured response is consistent
with a “fracture” or “homogeneous” reservoir
 Now possible to use well test analysis
software, such as Saphir, to analyze the data,
which provides a lot more options in terms of
reservoir properties
– However, it is still important to review the data
carefully and the plots are still an important part of
the analysis procedure

Semi-log Plot Features




Plotting pressure vs log time gives straight line; slope proportional to 1/kh
Early response may be affected by “wellbore storage” and “skin” factor
Late response may be affected by outer boundary effects or discontinuities

Wellbore Storage and “Skin” Effect

Log-Log and Derivative Plot Features:
Homogeneous Infinite Acting Reservoir

Unit Slope
Wellbore Storage

Radial flow
period
Half Slope
Fracture Flow

Example of Type Curve Matching




1. Plot the measured pressure and time data on log-log paper
2. Match to the shape of the type curve
3. Calculate kh, skin, Φh, etc from the definitions of the dimensionless quantities

1. Plot the measured pressure and time data on log-log paper
2. Match to the shape of the type curve
3. Calculate kh, skin, Φh, etc from the definitions of the dimensionless quantities

Principle of Superposition
“Response of a system to a number of perturbations is exactly
equal to the sum of the responses to each of the perturbations
if they were present by themselves”
 We can use this principle in well testing as the equations
are linear
 Can be used to extend the theory to account for varying
flow rates (superposition in time) or to calculate the
pressure change at any point in the reservoir due to
multiple wells flowing (superposition in space)
 Discontinuities in the reservoir (faults) and different outer
boundary conditions (closed or open) can also be modeled
by using “image” wells
 After calibrating the reservoir properties by matching to
measured data, the model can be used to forecast how the
reservoir will respond to different production/injection
scenarios

Superposition in Time

Well 1







Well 2

Well 3

Well 4

Changes in flowrate are represented by turning on “new”
wells at the same location, flowing at the difference in flow
rate
Calculate the individual pressure responses in the active
well based on assumed reservoir properties; sum them
and compare with the measured data
Continue until a match is obtained
Normally use well test analysis software to do the
calculations and matching based on linear regression
techniques

Well 5

Multi-Rate Pressure Transient Analysis
Bar-08RD Completion Test (Tiwi)

Match to pressure
falloff is good
Match to total
response is not good
Pressure reduction
and shape of
pressure responses
suggest well skin
factor was improving
during test

Superposition in Space and Time
 Can add together production or injection from
multiple wells flowing at variable rates to calculate
effect at any point in the reservoir
 Can also add “image” wells if we need to include
faults or outer boundaries
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Dixie Valley “Six Well” Flow Test
Match to Observation Well Response
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Analytical Modeling
 After calibrating a model against measured data, it
can then be used to forecast the pressure
changes at any point in the reservoir in response
to different production scenarios
 Very useful technique in reservoirs with constant
fluid properties (groundwater; heavy oil; moderate
temperature geothermal resources) and can be
more accurate than numerical modeling
 Limitations for geothermal
– Cannot use where two-phase conditions are present;
need to use numerical modeling
– Only calculates pressure changes; does not calculate
thermal changes that may occur due to injection

Use of Models for Forecasting Reservoir
Behavior (Dixie Valley, Nevada)

Pressure Transient Analysis – Some
Observations
 It was anticipated during the 70’s and 80’s that
pressure transient analysis would be very useful
for determining reservoir parameters in
geothermal fields
 In reality, there are some significant issues in
geothermal that make it difficult to apply,
particularly in high temperature reservoirs
– Thermal changes in the wells after shut-in can affect the
measured pressure response; can have pressure rise
instead of decline
– Intra zonal flows: wells continue to flow after surface
shut-in
– Two-phase conditions in the well and reservoir (what
fluid properties should we use?)
– Long open holes and multiple zones; what are we really
measuring?

Thermal Effects on Pressure Falloff Tests
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When injection stops, wellbore pressures
will initially drop from the Blue line to the
Green line and then to the Red line as
the well continues to heat up
If the pressure instrument is located at
“1” (above the Pivot Point), the pressure
will initially drop and will then start to
increase
If the pressure instrument is located at
“2” (at the Pivot Point), there is no
thermal effect
If the pressure instrument is located at
“3” (below the Pivot Point), the pressure
will continue to drop as the well heats up
Only if the instrument is located at the
“Pivot” Point will the correct reservoir
response be recorded

Pressure Buildup Test with Cross Flow
Menzies (1979)

Pressure Transient Analysis – Some
Observations
 Good geothermal wells normally show
“storage/skin” type behavior rather than
showing the presence of fractures
– Skin factor is normally negative or could be slightly
positive (<5)

 If indications of fracture flow are present, it
generally means there is one fracture
intersecting the well and the rest of the well is
impermeable

Pressure Transient Analysis – Some
Observations
 Repeat tests can be useful for monitoring near
wellbore (skin factor) changes, particularly in
injection wells but still a problem if there are
multiple zones open
 Has been very useful in single phase water or
steam dominated reservoirs
 If enough tests are conducted in a reservoir,
then we can develop “Rules of Thumb”:
– kh < 5,000 md.ft: start again
– kh ≈ 30,000 md.ft: average well (maybe)
– kh > 60,000 md.ft: above average (groundshaker)

End of Presentation
Thank you

